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10 DGT 2010 clocks (pack)

Price 753.00 €

Availability Available

Item code PACZKA 2010

EAN 5902560358773

Manufacturer DGT

PRODUCT DIMENSIONS 55x195x107 mm

WEIGTH 0.45 kg

Product description
Special offer for schools, chess clubs, associations!  

Pack of 10 DGT 2010 clocks

The DGT 2010 is the official chess clock of the International Chess Federation (FIDE), as certified by this organisation (FIDE certificate). It is one of the best professional
electronic chess clocks currently available on the market. The latest version available in our shop has 2 additional (36 in total) game tempo settings.

Characteristic features of the DGT 2010 clock include:

large, easy-to-read display
comfortable and robust clock levers
housing and buttons made of high quality materials
36 tempo setting options (table below)
2-year warranty.
batteries included (2 sticks)

Technical specifications:

Battery - Two AA-stick batteries (included with clock)
Difference - Less than 1 second per hour
Housing - ABS plastic
Colour -. Burgundy
Display - 135 x 25 mm
Total clock size - 195 x 107 x 55 mm
Weight - 210 grams

1. time blitz - 5 minutes each
2. time rapid - 25 minutes each
3. time set by hand
4. time + guilotine 2h + 30 min for completion
5. time + guilotine - set own manual
6. 2x time + guilotine 2h + 1h + 30 min for completion
7. 2xtime + guilotine setting own manual
8. time + repeating 2nd period 2h + 1h with repeating
9. time + repeating 2nd period setting own manual
10. time+bonus (FISCHER) 25min+5min +10sec movement
bonus
11. time+bonus (FISCHER) 25min+15min+10sec movement
bonus
12. time+bonus (FISCHER) set own manual
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13. 2xtime+bonus (FISCHER) 2h + 1h +15min +30sec per
movement bonus
14. 2xtime+bonus (FISCHER) set own manual
15. BONUS Fischer blitz 3min+2sec per movement
16. BONUS Fischer rapid 25min+10sec per move
17. BONUS Fischer slow 90min+30sec
18. BONUS Fischer set own manual
19. BONUS tournament 90min + 30min + 30sec bonus per
move
20. BONUS tournament 100min+30min + 30sec bonus per
move
21. BONUS tournament 4 controls set own manual (with or
without move counter)
22. Delayed tempo (BRONSTEIN) 5min per game+ 3 sec per
move
23. delayed tempo (BRONSTEIN) 25min+ 10 sec per move
24. delayed tempo (BRONSTEIN) 1h 55min+ 5 sec per move
25. Delayed tempo (BRONSTEIN) set own manual
26. GO ( BYO-YOMI) 1h + 1x20sec byo-yomi
27. GO ( BYO-YOMI) 2h+ 1x30sec byo-yomi
28. GO ( BYO-YOMI) set own manual
29. GO Canadian BYO-YOMI 1h+5min to end
30. GO Canadian BYO-YOMI set own manual
31. hour glass 1min
32. Hour glass set own manual
33. Gong 10 min
34. Gong set own manual
35. Scrabble 25 min
36. Scrabble custom setting manual
As a General Distributor of DGT products, we provide the fastest warranty service for electronic chess clocks. A new clock is
dispatched upon receipt and inspection of the advertised (sent back for warranty) product.
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